A key atmospheric concept is Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium. If the atmosphere was not
in LTE, the definition of temperature would be hard to define. Here we describe what this means.
Local thermodynamic equilibrium means that over time scales of interest all independent degrees of freedom in the system are in equilibrium with each other. This sounds very abstract but it is
critically important because it means that we can describe a volume of air as having a temperature
and pressure.
With respect to the atmosphere, the energy associated with a molecule has two major components: the kinetic energy associated with translational motions (molecular movement in space),
and the kinetic energy associated with molecular scale energy transitions
eT otal = etrans + emol
The molecular scale energy can in turn be broken up into rotational, vibrational, vibrationalrotational and electronic transition components (plus a few others that we won’t concern ourselves
with here)
etotal = etrans + erot + evib + eelec + . . .
Each of these components, as we discussed, has several, modes or degrees of freedom. Translational energy has three degrees of freedom: one each in the x, y, and z directions. For internal
energy, CO2 for example has two rotational degrees of freedom, three distinct vibrational degrees
of freedom, and many, many vibrational-rotational degrees of freedom.
Translational energy is what we sense as temperature. A classical treatment works fine here.
Each degree of translational freedom has kinetic energy
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etrans x = kT
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for a total in the x, y, and z direction (3 DOFs)
3
etrans = kT
2
This energy is what we interpret as “temperature” in daily life (more on this later). It is the kinetic
energy of the molecules that causes the pressure on our skin that we interpret as heat. It is also the
temperature measured by radiosondes.
Molecular scale energy can also be defined by a temperature, but it is not the same temperature.
Consider that when we look at the Planck radiation equation
Bν =

2hν 3
c2 (ehν/kT − 1)

the term kT is not explicitly associated with the translational motions of molecules. Instead, this
temperature refers to the energy transitions within the molecules themselves. So really, we have
two completely different temperatures
Thermal Temperature
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kTtherm
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Planck Temperature Bν (TP lanck )
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Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium, the precondition for Kirchoff’s Law, and what applies to the
bottom 60-70 km of our atmosphere, requires that
Ttherm ≡ TP lanck
How does this happen?
Imagine the following sequence of events
1. A molecule maintains a radiating temperature TP lanck
2. The molecule is bombarded by electromagnetic radiation that raises molecular energies.
3. Two things can happen here. If left to themselves, the molecule will reestablish it’s original
temperature by releasing photons (energy). This is what causes the Northern Lights. However, if the pressure of the gas is high enough, the molecules collide before this release of
energy can happen. Instead, through collisions, the molecular energy gets passed between
molecules and gets turned into kinetic energy.
4. Through continual absorption of radiative energy, and redistribution as kinetic energy, an
equilibrium is maintained between etrans and emol such that
Ttherm ≡ TP lanck
For atmospheric pressure above 0.05 mb (i.e. 99.5 % of the atmosphere) this condition
applies.
Maintenance of LTE is usually glossed over in introductory texts because it applies to most of the
atmosphere. However, understanding why it occurs is integral to understanding why our planet is
livable, i.e. how it is that radiative energy is converted to the thermal energy that keeps our planet
warm. The concept of temperature really is conditional on an assumption that a system is in LTE.

Kirchoffs Law
Under conditions of Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium, we often hear that Kirchoff’s Law applies, which states that the emissivity of a layer is equivalent to the absorptivity
ελ = α λ
The premise here is that if an object has a temperature T and an absorptivity αλ < 1 then it is not
a blackbody. Something may have an absorptivity less than unity at a particular wavelength if it is
transparent or shiny. A blackbody absorbs all radiation incident upon it at a particular wavelength,
hence its emissivity is unity. To see why Kirchoff’s law holds consider that at LTE there must be
equilibrium between total absorption and emission. Otherwise temperature would be changing.
Thus absorption equals emission and
Z ∞
0

αλ Bλ dλ =

Z ∞
0

implying that
ελ = α λ
2

ελ Bλ dλ

Note that an object can still absorb more radiation than it emits at a particular wavelength - if,
for example, the radiation it absorbs is coming from another object with a higher temperature.
For example, consider object a and object b with Tb  Ta . Object a radiates energy
Fa = σTa4
Object b absorbs a fraction of energy from a at a particular wavelength according to its absorptivity:
Fbλ (absorbed) = αλ σTa4
It reemits the energy with emissivity
ελ = α λ
but at temperature Tb . Thus
Fbλ (emitted) = ελ σTb4
Notice that Fbλ (emitted)  Fbλ (absorbed), even though the emissity and absorptivity are the
same, because Tb  Ta .
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